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By Khoo, Rachel

Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 2013. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New.
First Edition. First printing. Brand new hardback. RRP £14.99. Both the book and dust jacket are in
excellent fine condition. 127pp. Classic and simple breakfast recipes from the SUNDAY TIMES
bestselling author of THE LITTLE PARIS KITCHEN. From her tiny kitchen in Paris, Rachel Khoo has
revolutionised the way in which we think about French food with her bestselling book and TV series,
THE LITTLE PARIS KITCHEN. Celebrating French cooking with her own modern twist, Rachel has
shown the world that recreating the French culinary experience doesn't have to be difficult - or
traditional. Using the classic recipes that have made France home to the best culinary experience,
Rachel is an expert at recreating those dishes we know and love, with a fresh and modern take. In
MUESLI AND GRANOLA, Rachel Khoo shows you how to create your own boxes of cereal, delicious
mueslis, granolas and porridges, such as Persian porridge, citrus fruit granola and rhubarb
compote. You'll also discover other exciting uses for muesli: crumbles, cookies, muffins, bread and
amuse-bouches, with recipes such as double chocolate flapjack and cherry and pistachio muesli
bars. Including ideas for children...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy-- Pr of . Tr ever  Tor phy

Basically no terms to explain. I have read and so i am certain that i will gonna go through once again once more in the future. I realized this ebook from
my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- For est Little-- For est Little
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